
Solifi Wholesale Finance release  delivers
enhanced asset risk management

New SaaS release enhances dealer and

lender experience with efficient inventory

audits, automated tools  and streamlined

transaction processing

BONNYBRIDGE, MINNESOTA, UNITED

KINGDOM, September 29, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Solifi™, a global

fintech software partner for secured finance, announced the release of its latest version of Solifi

Wholesale Finance SaaS solution, which includes several new automated features to better

manage inventory audits, provide real-time reconfirmation of order commitments, and further

streamline transactions. As more dealers and wholesale finance lenders look to replace manual

and repetitive processes with digital solutions, these latest features deliver smarter ways to

finance and manage assets through automation. 

“We’re excited about the immediate value our latest automation features will bring to dealers

and wholesale lenders as they look for ways to maintain margins, streamline processes, monitor

dealer health and inventory, and navigate supply chain issues,” says Bill Noel, chief product

officer (CPO) of Solifi. “With this latest release, our SaaS-based solution allows our customers to

better manage risk and expenses related to dealer audits, proactively react to supply chain

delays, and efficiently process high-volume transactions.” 

This latest quarterly release of Solifi’s Wholesale Finance SaaS offering provides several benefits

to enhance the dealer and lender experience. 

Prioritized inventory audits 

•  Smart audit scheduling with Solifi Wholesale Finance software replaces the traditional time-

based dealer inventory audits by intelligently prioritizing higher-risk dealers according to a

customized credit and performance-based scoring model. This data-driven solution minimizes

disruption caused by onsite audits and reduces the number of audits for low-risk dealers,

lowering overall associated cost – while still maintaining collateral controls.

•  Audit vendor scheduling management improves the efficiency and accuracy of audits by

allowing lenders to intelligently view, manage, and schedule audits with multiple vendors,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.solifi.com/


reducing risks associated with a single audit provider (e.g., vendor complacency, not assigning

specialists by location or inventory type). The Solifi Wholesale Finance audit dashboard provides

lenders visibility to scheduled and waived audits, and the ability to assign and change auditors.

Third-party vendor integration enables audit providers improved resource management and

optimization capability. 

Navigate supply chain challenges 

•  Automated order re-acceptance counters unpredictable supply-chain delivery delays and

challenges that tie up credit availability and limit sellable inventory. The system provides

automated real-time reconfirmation of order commitments on delayed shipments. Solifi

Wholesale Finance reduces the time spent manually tracking delayed shipments, manual lender

workarounds, and reentering previously approved credit commitments. 

Streamlined transaction processing

•  Bulk transactions functionality enables in-application processing of high-volume transactions

from third-party data sources (e.g., loan onboarding, payments by asset, waivers, credit scores,

vehicle registrations). This automated process maximizes time efficiencies by removing the

burden of manual entry and reduces the opportunity for human errors.

Get in touch to find out how Solifi can enhance the dealer and lender experience, automate

audits, help generate revenue, and streamline wholesale finance business operations. Stay up-

to-date with all our new wholesale finance software features and other secured finance product

releases by joining the Solifi LinkedIn community. 

About Solifi

Solifi is a leading global organization delivering a solid financial technology foundation for

equipment, working capital, wholesale, and automotive finance firms. At Solifi, we believe that

commerce is only as strong as the system it runs on. Our mission is to reshape finance

technology by bringing together proven solutions into a singular powerful technology platform

designed to help you protect and scale your business. We guard your company by being precise

and reliable, we guide you to success by combining powerful technology with proven expertise,

and we help you grow by unleashing the potential of your business. For more information,

please visit www.solifi.com.
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